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ABSTRACT 

During 1997–2001 an Estonian text-to-speech synthesizer 
was developed. The implementation of text-to-speech 
synthesis, however, is still subject to limitations, due to the 
monotony and poor coherence of the output speech. Its 
improvement was started with the general interrogative 
sentences of kas-particle. They were found to feature, 
characteristically three base contours, which were modelled. 
For the purpose of verification how the rules of modelling 
of the base-tone apply with respect to randomly selected 
general interrogative sentences, a perception test was 
carried out. A group of people produced an estimate on 
5-point Likert-scale to a random sample of general 
interrogative sentences, read both by synthesizer and man. 
Estimated were three aspects: 1) intelligibility; 2) accept-
ability of sentence stresses; 3) cogency. The sentences of 
poor rating were subjected to a further syntactic study. 
Resulting from research, a larger corpus sample will be 
studied and rules of synthesis of the base tone upgraded. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

It was established, with the help of electronic version of the 
large dictionary of Estonian titled ÕS 1999 [1], that there 
are no less than 350 lexical possibilities to put questions to 
a member of phrase or sentence. (Their core is constituted 
by simple and composite question words in their eventual 
forms + question composites). Subject to corpus of literary 
language of the University of Tartu [2], general 
interrogative sentences of kas-particle clearly dominate 
(22.9% of interrogative sentences), hence the setting of 
rules to intonation started with the base tone. 
The interrogative sentence (as regards Estonian, cf. [3, pp. 
168–174]) can be composed in several ways, on the basis of 
the declarative sentence. Basing on the declarative sentence 
Sa tuled kaheksaks koju [literally ’you come by eight home’, 
marking future], one can compose several types of general 
interrogative sentences (see [4]), some of them being 
relevant for this study.  
1. General interrogative sentences. There are several 
options, to compose general interrogative sentences (which 
all roughly translate as “Will you be home by eight?”): 
with particle kas, e.g. 
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Kas sa tuled kaheksaks koju? (1) 
question tag at the end of the sentence (given in 
ets are mainly colloquial variants), e.g. 
(Kas) sa tuled kaheksaks koju või (võ/vä)? (2) 
nswer to a general interrogative sentence is jah ‘yes’ 
no’. 
neral special interrogative sentences, a hybrid or 
tional form between general and special interrogative 
ce. When producing the general special question, a 

n member of sentence is set in focus. The focusing 
e combined with all devices of composing general 
gative sentences (i.e. besides the particle, inversion 

an be used, cf. p. 1). The question calls for a reply 
 ‘yes/no’. For instance in 
Kas sa tuled koju KAHEKSAKS? ‘will you come 
home by eight’ (3) –  
al question refers to the member of sentence 
asised and/or translated to the end of the sentence (in 
ove example, focused is the time of action). 
ernative interrogative sentences. Alternative inter-
ve sentence is the non-concordant form of general 
l question, focusing on two or more members of 
ce, linked by juxtaposition and by või ‘or’ between 
nd members. The reply goes with one of the 
atives, for instance 
Kas sa tuled koju SEITSMEKS, KAHEKSAKS või 
ÜHEKSAKS? – Pigem üheksaks ‘will you come 
home by seven, eight or nine?’ – ’rather by nine’ (4) 

2. MODELLING THE BASE TONE 

ealed by an earlier study [4] kas is at the beginning of 
ntence, and short conjunctions and personal pronouns 
ring before or after it (for instance ja kas, aga kas, kas 
as sa, ja kas ma etc.) are unstressed. The base tone 
ises after them, and starts to fall thereafter, differing 
hat of declaration basically by the starting pitch of the 
 unlike the kas-question the declarative sentence 
from a high pitch. Base tone contours of kas-question 
uted into three groups: that of general, general 
l and alternative questions. 
al question is put to the whole message. In the given 
the person asking accentuates all longer words, as a 
r of fact, even when they are located in absolute 



proximity in the sentence (cf. Figure 1). 
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Figure 1. General question “Kas linnas on siis kergem 
sõpru leida?” ‘(I wonder) whether it is easier to find 
friends in town?’ Longer words are stressed. 
General special question is put to a certain member of 
sentence or a phrase. In speech, stressed are respective 
single members of the sentence or a phrase (cf. Figure 2). 
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Figure 2. General special question “Kas minu kuulutusest 
on kasu olnud?” ‘Has there been any use of my 
advertisement?’ Stress falls on the word or phrase of which 
the question is asked. 
Alternative question is in evidence when the person asking 
allows for a choice and wishes to hear one of the 
alternatives, in reply. In order to highlight the variants on 
offer, he/she stresses them (cf. Figure 3). 
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Figure 3. Alternative question “Aga kas teie naisel on 
tumedad või heledad juuksed?” ‘By the way, does your wife 
have dark or light hair?’ The alternatives offered for an 
answer are stressed. 
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estion has the falling base tone, in analogy with that 
eclarative sentence; 
ation line of kas-phrase starts at 15% lower than the 
ation line of the whole sentence. 
nce stresses of kas-question: 
ntence stress of the alternative question and 
estion ending in tag, is located in the surroundings of 
rd või  

Kas sa ei KUULE või? ‘don’t you hear me?’ (5) 
Aga kas teie naisel on TUMEDAD või HELEDAD 
juuksed? ‘by the way, does your wife have dark or 
light hair?’ (6) 
e sentence stress or focus of the general special 
on is usually at the end of sentence: 
he penultimate word 
penultimate word is longer than the last one  
Kas see tee viib KAUPLUSE juurde? ‘does this road 
lead to the shop?’ (7) 
 ultimate word is in ma-, da-, nud-, tud-form and the 
timate word is longer that 2 letters 
Kas minu kuulutusest on KASU olnud? ’has my 
advertisement been of use?’ (8) 
Kas linnas on siis kergem SÕPRU leida? ‘for that 
matter, is it easier to find friends in town?’ (9) 
the last word  
last word is longer or equal to the penultimate one 
Kas kõik on VANAVIISI? ‘is everything as it used to 
be?’ (10) 
Kas ma tegin midagi VALESTI? ‘did I do anything 
wrong?’ (11) 
 last word is in ma-, da-, nud-, tud-form and the 

timate word has 2 letters, only 
Kas sa putru ei SÖÖNUD? ‘didn’t you eat porridge?’ 
(12) 
Kas seal on KÄIDUD? ‘has one been there?’ (13) 

MATERIAL, METHOD AND GENERAL 
OUTCOME OF PERCEPTION TEST 

er to check whether the synthesis rules of the base 
are sufficient to get an intonation-wise acceptable 
on, a perception test was performed. The audio 
ial was selected under the principle that 1) there 
 be represented the interrogative sentences of kas-

le, on the basis of which the base contours of 
sizer were modelled, and that 2) there should be a 

ient number of kas-questions randomly selected from 
xt corpus. The audio-material consists of 34 sen-
.  
rsons tested were to provide an estimate to three 
ions for every sentence: 1) It is easy to comprehend 
is being asked; 2) The sentence stresses are appro-
; 3) The sentence read like that irritates me. For the 



estimate, the five-point Likert-scale was used:  
1 – I fully disagree, 2 – I disagree, 3 – I almost agree, 4 – I 
agree, 5 – I fully agree. Because there is no comparable 
speech synthesizer of Estonian in the world presently, the 
same test was repeated, the questions now read in a human 
voice. The results are presented in Table 1. 
Table 1. The results of estimate of interrogative sentences 
on the basis of Likert-scale. Q(uestion) 1 – "It is easy to 
understand WHAT is being asked"; Q(uestion) 2 – "The 
sentence stresses are appropriate "; Q(uestion) 3 – "The 
sentence read like that irritates me ". (Cf. scale above). 
Synthetic speech 
 1 2 3 4 5 
 cnt % cnt % cnt % cnt % cnt % 

mean st. 
dev 

Q1 14 2.3  84 13.7  174 28.4  183 29.9  157  25.7  3.63 1.08 
Q2 16 2.6  140 22.9  196 32.0  163 26.6  97 15.8 3.30 1.07 
Q3 24 3.9  126 20.6  195 31.9  221 36.1  46 7.5 3.23 0.99 

Human speech 
 1 2 3 4 5 
 cnt % cnt % cnt % cnt % cnt % 

mean st. 
dev 

Q1 0 0.0 5 0.8 22 3.6 117 19.1 468 76.5 4.71 0.57 
Q2 0 0.0 5 0.8 47 7.7 195 31.9 365 59.6 4.50 0.67 
Q3 3 0.5 5 0.8 33 5.4 219 35.8 352 57.5 4.49 0.68 

 
Excluded from the results were estimates of 2 evaluators, 
because the answer to the third question disclosed the fact 
that the synthetic speech per se was unacceptable to them 
(the average estimate to synthetic speech within 2.00-2.25, 
to human speech within 4.80-4.95). There were no grounds 
to expect objective answers from them. 

4. OVERALL PICTURE OF THE RESULTS 

The average estimates for both the synthetic and natural 
human speech are positive (Table 1), although the estimates 
to quality of synthetic interrogative sentences are lower by 
one point, and their dispersion almost twice as high. 
Irrespective of average acceptability of the synthetic speech, 
the primary task of the perception tests was to find out those 
types or critical structures of interrogative sentences, in 
case of which the rules of synthesis do not yield plausible 
results. Presented in Figure 4 are average estimates to the 
intelligibility of questions.  
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Figure 4. Average estimates to sentences Question1: „It is 
easy to understand what is being asked“. 
Presented in Figure 5 are average estimates to sentence 
stresses. Correlations between the curves of estimates given 
to synthetic and human speech (under Figure 4 – 0.540 and 
under Figure 5 – 0.027) testify that there is no direct link, in 
the given sample of sentences, between estimate to 
sentence stresses and sentence structure. There is, however 
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e 5. Average estimates to sentences Question2: „The 
ce stresses are appropriate“. 

NTACTIC ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS 

verage length of the kas-question in perception tests 
e was 8,9 words. In Estonian press, generally the 
e length of sentence is 13,8; even in written daily 
unication it is 9,2 words [6]. The kas-questions of the 
s sample, too are generally longer than those in the 
ch sample: the sentences starting with kas 11,4 words 
ith kas-subordinate sentence over 20. 
ompound sentences accounted for 12 or 35,3% in the 
e, there were 2 more sentences of press, in excess of 
e (over 14 words). Hence, the share of sentences 

relatively complicated syntax in the sample was 
. Perception of the sentence as question is rarely 

ered by length and complexity (estimate below 3 ca. 
f respective cases). Amongst sentences accorded a 

ress estimate, the rate was 36%. The lengthiness and 
lexity is most of all affecting the appeal of the reading 
roup Q3 estimate below 3 ca. There are 63% 
licated and convoluted sentences). Therefore there are 
problems with the intonation of complicated or 
y sentences.  
ards the success of intonation models, the following 
 said: 
e (sentence stress of the alternative question and 
estion ending in tag, is located in the surroundings of 
rd või ) 

andom sample was syntactically variegated  in the 
 (the compound and simple sentences were more or 
 balance and/or represented by both the question tag 
he connector). Synthesizer’s intonation may be 
ered good, independent of syntactical parameters of 
ntence, except for one sentence, in the syntactical 
is of which the synthesizer committed an error. The 
e reading of the remaining ones as question was 3,84, 
er kas is not located, in 42% of cases at the beginning 

 sentence, where it would facilitate the perception of 
ommunication function. The estimate of sentence 
es is 3,62 - significantly reduced in value by a very 
entence in the group (20 words). Some adjustment is 



called for by the case, when a compound predicate (olite 
kutsutud) occurs after või. Normally, the main verb is 
stressed in that case (not the auxiliary verb), e.g.  

olite KUTSUTUD ’(you) were ASKED’ (14) 
This calls for further consideration. Q3 in type 3,34 was 
reduced in value by a long sentence, causing discontent 
with the stress; the above stresses of the compound 
predicate have lesser impact on estimate of the appeal of the 
reading. 
2nd type (the sentence stress or focus of the general special 
question is usually at the end of sentence)  

• Subtype a (stress on the penultimate word), group i 
(the penultimate word is longer than the last one)  

The perception of a sentence as question is good (average 
3,61), reduced in value by one sentence pronounced with 
wrong stresses. Synthesizer lacks the rule, saying that in the 
person’s name either both components are stressed (EEVI 
KÄÄRI) or they are pronounced as one, with the main stress 
on the initial component (EEVI Kääri). The rule is 
relatively hard to generate. Therefore the average estimate 
to stresses was 3,3. Even lower was the estimate to the 
appeal of the type (Q3 – 3,23). 

• Subtype a, group ii (the ultimate word is in ma-, da-, 
nud-, tud-form and the penultimate word is longer 
than 2 letters) 

The given type is known as a question, relatively well (3,7). 
The estimate to stresses is low in long sentences (30%). Nor 
is the type compatible with cases, when the end-position of 
the sentence is occupied by part of a periphrastic predicate, 
actually preceded by an unstressed free modifier, e.g. 

tohin … sulle VALADA lit. ’may I ... to you POUR (a 
whisky)’ (15) 

or else, the sentences where any negation verb translated to 
the end-position should be excluded from the same stress 
model, and the synthetic polnud should be translated to the 
group of analytic negation ei OLNUD , i.e. to type 2bii, e.g. 

MUUD öelda POLNUDKI lit. ’else to say wasn’t’. 
(16) 

Hence, the rule should be narrowed in scope, on syntactic 
grounds. The so-called appeal estimate Q 3 was 3,25. 

• Subtype b (stress on the last word), group i (the last 
word is longer or equal to the penultimate one) 

Subtype b (stress on the last word), group i (the last word is 
longer or equal to the penultimate one) 
That type, too is relatively easily understood as a question 
(3,51), however with 37% sentences there are stress 
problems (the average estimate to the type is good, however: 
3,23). In two cases there is the stress problem in compound 
sentence. It is not impossible that the predicate occurring 
before comma would call for a stress, in certain cases, in the 
compound sentence, i.e. the base tone need not rise until 
over the predicate, e.g. 

Kas insener TEADIS, kes sina oled ’did the engineer 
KNOW who you were’. (17) 

The intonation rule of the type does not work, for one more 
reason: the stress should be placed over the predicate when 
the word order is reverted and it is followed by a modifier. 

E.g. 
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Kas sa ikka JÕUAD tagasi? ́ will you MAKE IT back 
in time’ (18)  
Kas minuga SÖÖD natuke? ’will you EAT with me 
just a little’ (19). 
detailed conditions may be established, upon learning 
 additional syntactical conditions drawing on corpus. 
 the complicated cases of stress that were given a low 
te, also in case of Q 3, resulting in 3,19 as the general 
te of the type. 
ubtype b (stress on the last word), group ii (the last 
ord is in ma-, da-, nud-, tud-form and the pen-
ltimate word has 2 letters, only) was not included in 
he perception sample. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

m up, calling for particular attention, for adjustment 
onation of  synthesizer, on part of syntax are long-
d sentences, as well as those with periphrastic 
ate. Also meriting consideration are the reverted 
order of main types of sentence (in particular 

ation of the predicate to the end of kas-sentence) and 
tly also the influence of modal words on phrase 
 occur in several sentences, rating low). For due 
tation of intonation of kas-question, the database of 
al names should be involved into linguistic analysis. 
uld not be dismissed in this connection, that the 
m sample displays a relatively simple syntax, as 
t the average complexity of the sentences of press 
he corpus samples. Besides that, when the questions 
ing read in the authentic integral text, all problems of 
tion arising of syntax and manifest in research, are 

ented. 
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